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Scope and Mission
Personal Relationships, an official journal of the International Society for the Study of Personal Relationships (ISSPR), is an international, interdisciplinary journal which has as its aim the promotion of scholarship in the field of personal relationships throughout a broad range of methodologies and disciplines, including psychology (social, clinical, developmental, health), communication studies, family studies, sociology, anthropology, social work, and gerontology. The subject matter and approach of Personal Relationships will be of interest to researchers, teachers, and practitioners alike, and will include such topics as love, jealousy, conflict, intimacy, social support, loneliness, attachment and bonding, communication, kinship, social networks, and sexuality. We welcome manuscripts on any of these and other topics and on a wide range of personal relationships, including those between romantic partners, spouses, parents and children at various stages of the life-span, siblings, and friends. It is important to note that only work focusing on personal relationships will be accepted for publication and we will not be publishing work which focuses on relationship relevant processes (such as emotion, communication, sex, etc.) outside of the relationship context. Graduate students, other new scholars to the personal relationships field, scholars from outside the world’s major research-intensive, English language universities, and scholars from disciplines (e.g., sociology, anthropology) that have been underrepresented in prior submissions are especially encouraged to submit.

Manuscript Submission
To expedite the review process, authors should, when the paper is ready, send a copy of their title page and abstract to the incoming editor, Susan Sprecher, by e-mail (SPRECHER@ILSTU.EDU). (For those to whom e-mail is not available, the incoming editor’s mailing address can be found on the inside page of the front cover of this issue.) The editor will then advise them of the editor/associate editor to whom four copies of the paper and a corresponding diskette should be sent. Authors will also be encouraged to submit an e-mail attachment of their paper which may be sent to some of the reviewers to speed up the review process.

Manuscript Review Policy
Beginning June 1, 2001, Personal Relationships will use an anonymous review system. Authors must remove all identifying information from the title page and the text in the copies (including the e-mail attachment version) to be sent to reviewers. Three scholars, at least one of whom is a member of the editorial board, will generally review each manuscript. Because ISSPR is committed to the mentoring and education of new scholars who are choosing to study relationship issues, graduate students will be included as the fourth reviewer for many of the manuscripts. Reflecting the interdisciplinary and international foci of the journal, the editor and associate editors will typically strive to have manuscripts reviewed by scholars representing at least two different disciplines and at least two different countries. Editorial decisions will generally be made within three months of receiving the manuscript.

Manuscript Preparation and Style
All manuscripts must be in English and, except for the removal of certain identifying information, prepared according to the guidelines set forth in the current Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association. These guidelines include: The entire manuscript—including abstract, tables, and references—should be double-spaced. Use an easy-to-read typeface with ample margins on all sides; a 12-point size is preferred. Manuscript pages should be numbered consecutively, with the title page as page 1. The title page should include: (a) the full article title; (b) names and affiliations of all authors; (c) a short running head; and (d) an Author Note that contains the mailing and e-mail addresses of the lead or corresponding author and any other information the authors desire to include (acknowledgments, credits, grant support). However, this title page should either not be included or have identifying information removed in the paper copies and e-mail attachment prepared for the reviewers.

If possible, use Microsoft Word or Wordperfect as your word processing program. For the version of your manuscript prepared for review, delete or rewrite any text that identifies the authors. Use a 5-character paragraph indent. Do not hyphenate words at the end of lines. Do not justify right margins. Footnotes or Endnotes should be numbered consecutively and used sparingly. Bibliographic citations in the text must include the author/s’ last name/s and year of publication. Where authors’ names are included in parentheses, they should be joined by an ampersand (e.g., Fitzpatrick & Sollie, 1999; Noller, Feeney, Sheehan, & Peterson, 2000). After the first citation of works with more than two authors, only the name of the first author should be included (e.g., Noller et al., 2000). Where actual quotations are used, page references must be included in the citation (e.g., Hatfield, 1984, p.207). Where more than one citation is used, citations must be in alphabetical order by first author (see earlier example). Every reference cited in the text must be included in the reference list; every reference in the reference list must also be cited in the text. Examples of reference styling are:

Book

Chapter
in an Edited Book

Use an appendix only if needed.
Tables must appear as a set following the references. Each table should be typed double-spaced on a separate sheet, numbered consecutively with an Arabic numeral and given a short title (e.g., Table 3. Marital outcomes for premarital cohabiters and noncohabiters). All tables must be cited on the text.
Figures must appear as a set following the tables. Figures submitted on disk must be accompanied by hardcopy versions. Each figure must be numbered consecutively with an Arabic numeral and must include a descriptive legend and a title. Titles must be typed together, double-spaced, on a separate sheet preceding the artwork (e.g., Figure 1. Knowledge structures and the development of relationships). Figures must be supplied no larger than 8” by 10”, be black and white, and be ready for photographic reproduction. Diagrams must be professionally rendered or computer-generated. All tables and details must be clearly printed and large enough to remain legible at a 50% reduction. Artwork should be identified by figure number and be carefully packaged in a protective envelope. All figures must be cited in the text.

Copyright and Originality
It is a condition of publication that all manuscripts submitted to Personal Relationships have not been published and will not be simultaneously submitted or published elsewhere. All authors must sign the Transfer of Copyright Agreement, available from the publisher, before an article can be published. Government authors whose articles were created in the course of their employment must certify to that fact in lieu of copyright transfer. Authors are responsible for obtaining written permission from the copyright owners to reprint any previously published material included in their article.

Copyediting and Page Proofs
The publisher reserves the right to copyedit manuscripts to conform to journal style. The lead author will also receive page proofs for correction of typographical errors only. No rewriting of the original manuscript is allowed in the page proof stage. Authors must return proofs to the proofreader within eight days of receipt, or approval will be assumed.

Gratis Copies
The lead author will receive three gratis copies of the issue in which their article was published.